GRIPS

HOGUE 1911 GRIPS FOR
TECHWELL® MAGWELLS

Henderson, NV – Hogue Incorporated now offers the best and most accurate reloading options for
1911 pistol owners. Hogue has taken their popular Extreme™ Series grips for 1911 Government
models that already accommodate S&A Mag Guides® and has redesigned them for additional
compatibility with Techwell® magwells. Magwells are known to increase the speed of reloading
during competitions, self-defense, or training. They can enhance any shooting experience where
accuracy and quickness are the goals.
Grips often require a gunsmith to accept Techwell® magwells, but now the 1911 owner has no need
to make any alterations at all. “This is the quickest and easiest way to add a magwell without any
gunsmithing,” said owner Patrick Hogue.
Hogue has not only made it easier on the magwell user, but has also provided customization with
a wide variety of grip colors and textures to choose from. G10 grips cut for Techwell magwells are
available in Solid Black, G-Mascus® Black-Grey, and G-Mascus Green. G10 grips come in a variety
of textures such as smooth, checkered piranha grip, and chain link. The MSRP for G10 grips
ranges from $39.95-$59.95.
Hogue even offers grips for Techwell® magwells in wood! There are a variety of wood options
including Goncalo Alves, Pau Ferro, Lamo Camo, Rosewood Laminate, Kingwood, Tulipwood,
Cocobolo, Rosewood, and Ebony. Wood grips are offered in either smooth or checkered textures.
The MSRP for wood grips ranges from $29.95-$59.95.
Polymer grips also offer a sleek look and are available in Smooth Ivory, White Pearlized Polymer,
Black Pearlized Polymer, and Pink Pearlized Polymer. The MSRP for polymer grips ranges from
$39.95-$44.95.
Hogue grips are manufactured in family-owned and operated facilities under the direct supervision
of the Hogue family. Hogue Incorporated supports local dealers and encourages customers to
purchase Hogue products locally. For more information, please call Hogue directly at
1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hogueinc.com to ﬁnd a Hogue dealer near you.

Follow Hogue On Social Media!
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SUPER EASY
INSTALLATION
NO GUNSMITHING
REQUIRED

Select styles of Hogue 1911 grip pannels are cut with an inlet

in order to readily accept a Techwell® magwell. The grips
pannels are easily attachable to the magwell funnel, which

allows for faster and more accurate reloading. Installation
requires minimal steps, and asbolutely no gunsmithing.

Available in Hogue’s
Extreme™ G10, wood, and
polymer materials

WOOD OPTIONS

SMOOTH AND CHECKERED TEXTURES AVAILABLE

Internal clearance allows for
effortless installation

KINGWOOD

GONCALO
ALVES

PAU FERRO

LAMO CAMO

ROSEWOOD
LAMINATE

TULIPWOOD

COCOBOLO

ROSEWOOD

EBONY

G10 TEXTURES

G10 COLORS

Compatible with Techwell®
Magwells and S&A Mag Guides®

SOLID BLACK

G-MASCUS®
BLACK/GREY

G-MASCUS
GREEN

SMOOTH

CHECKERED

PIRANHA GRIP

CHAIN LINK

POLYMER OPTIONS

Enlarges the magwell opening,
resulting in faster and more
accurate reloading

SMOOTH
IVORY

WHITE
PEARLIZED

BLACK
PEARLIZED

PINK
PEARLIZED

HOGUE 1911 GRIPS FOR TECHWELL® MAGWELL MSRP $39.95 - $59.95
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